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Abstract. The contribution of the graded region of implanted p-n junctions iS
analysed using an exponential profile Though previously neglected, we have

recently shown that this contribution to the saturation current of HgCdTe diodes is

significant. Assuming a dominant Auger recombination, an analytical solution to
the continuity equation is obtained, An expression for the current generated by the

graded region is presented for both ohmic and reflecting boundary conditions. A
revised condition for a "wide' region is derived. When the region is 'narrow'. the

current differs drasficaJly _rom that o_ the zero-gradient case, The effects ot the

junction depth and the substrate and surface concentrations on the current are
investigated, it is shown that the reverse current does not saturate

1. Introduction

The structure of p n junctions made b x microcircuit

fabrication techniques is graded When generating such

junctions ehher by diffusion or by implantation, the

carrier concentration on the diffused implanted region is

not constant. This structure has several implications as to

the performance and mathematical analysis of such

diodes. The non-constant dopant profile gives rise to an

electric field throughout the region, which directs the

minority carriers back into the junction. The carrier

diffusion current is modified and a drift current compo-

nent is added. The excess carrier lifetime varies according

to the local carrier concentratiorl, thus affecting the

junction characteristics.

Most methods for analysing 1 1 characteristics of

p-n junctions are based on tile depletion approximation.

This approximation renders excellent results for an

abrupt junction. Howe,. er. the mathematical analysis of

graded junctions cannot rely on the abrupt junction

model. As a first-term expansion, the linearly graded

junction [I, 2] suffers from serious basic drawbacks and

its accuracy' is questionable. An exponential carrier pro-

file is a very attractive alternative [3 5]. Accurate numer-

ical calculations for both gaussian and erfu doping

gradients can be closely approximated by an exponential

function [-4]. The latter hits several convenient features:

in many cases it can be sohed an:flyticai/y, the electric

field generated by such a carrier profile is const:mt, and

mathematically this profile is consistent with the deple-

.tion approximation [3].
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The nvrrow-gap semiconductor lfg:.,Cd,Te is the

leading materiai for making infrared photodctec:ors.

Depending ,m the co11_po,Qtion ratio v. the _arieus

atmosphcric _indo_s can be coxored, Imaging array, are

produced almost exclusi_el,. _ith piloto_oltaic de, ices.

Thc_e diodes are mostI 3 implemented b:. ion implanta-

tion, usually: resuhing in an n - la3er on a p-['. pc sub,,tr,ttc

[-6. 7]. Recent reports ha_e shown that diffusion and heat

treatment of an HgCdTe ,ubstrate can turn the top/ay.,:r

into a p-region, thkis producing a p-oll-n junction [S, 9].

The general approach to the anah'sis of the perfor-

mance of Hg_ ,Cd_Te diodes took into consideration

tile substrate onb. employing a one-side diffusion model

for abrupt junctiom,, This approach was based on the

assumption that file graded region does not contribute to

thc current [10. I I]. Recently we ha_e proven experin]en-

tall} that there is a siqn(tic,nt current component gener-

ated b? the implanted n- graded region of Hg_ _,Cd_Tc

diodes [12]. Depending on temperature, the ratio bc-

t_cen the current produced b v tile graded region and

that generated by the substrate is 0.5 3. Therefore we

proceed to inxestigalc this contribution.

The analssis of the effects of impkmtation conditions

and surface treatment on the performance of

Hg L_,Cd,Te photodiodes is the subject of this paper.

The implantation parameters determine the carrier gra-

dient and the junction depth, Surface treatment, as

m0,nifestcd by: boundary conditions, is an essential part of

this analysis. It is well knm_n that for abrupt junctions.

tel]coting bounda U conditions render photodJodcs _a,hh

superior performance, i.e. higher R o.,I and lower satura-

tion current [-I0]. Since the electric field present outside

the depletion region directs the minority carriers awa,.v
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from the surface, this property has to be investigated for a
graded region.

2. Currenl generated by graded region

The current generated by the graded region is derived

from the excess carrier distribution. This distribution can

be obtained from the continuity equation, taking into

account the electric field present outside the depletion

layer, and introducing the concentration dependence of

the various parameters. Since the graded region is char-

acterised by a high concentration of carriers, we assume

the lifetime is dominated by an Auger process. Let us

assume that the graded region is n-type over a p-

substrate (as is usually the case in HgCdTe). The carrier

profile in the graded region is approximated by an
exponential function

N(x) = Noexp( -- ilx/x)) ( 1)

where No is the surface concentration, x_ is the junction

depth and r/= In(No�W,) where No is the substrate
concentration. This distribution results in a constant

electric field E = kTq/qxj throughout the graded region.

The resulting continuity equation can be solved analyti-

cally [13]. If the lifetime is indeed dominated by Auger

recombination, a hyperbolic function is obtained for the

excess carrier distribution. The curren,, contribution of

the graded region has two components: the diffusion

term, obtained by taking the derivative of the excess hole

distribution at the edge of the depletion region, v,, and a
drift term due to the constant electric field.

The solution of the continuity equation depends on

the boundary conditions at the surface. For ohmic con-

tacts, i.e. with no excess carriers at x = 0, the saturation

current generated by the graded region is given by

Jo,,(ohmic) = J,coth(;' (L(0)-' - L(.x.)-')). (2)

The diffusion length L depends on position through the

lifetime dependence on concentration; L(0) is its value at

the surface, while L(x,) is the value at the edge of the

depletion layer. Here J,_ is the "classical" saturation

current for a 'wide" region, i.e. ,:j > L, of an abrupt
junction with a constant carrier concentration:

L(x,)

It is important to note that for the case of a dominant

Auger recombination, J_ is independent of location and

is a material parameter, since the equilibrium minority

carrier concentration at the edge of the depletion region.

_(x.), is equal to n_/N(.x-,), and since the Auger lifetime

depends inversely on the square of majority concentra-

tion. Usually, owing to the steep slope of the carrier

profile in the graded region, L(x,),> L(0); thus

Jo,,(ohmic) _ J,_coth(xj,_lL(O)). This approximation is
valid only if the width of the neutral region, x,, is not

much smaller than xj (not close to punch-through).

Under these approximations, the exact value of x. is

immaterial, even though this width may be smaller than

the diffusion length. For a graded junction we ha',e to

revise the condition for a 'wide" region to xj ,> ILL(0);
then Jo, (ohmic) approaches J,. However, when the

region is 'narrow', we obtain a drastic reduction in Jo, by

a factor of qw.L(O),/_L(x,)= qWn:_{Xn);Xj,%" 0 over the

abrupt case with a constant concentration .Va equal to

N(xn); w, is the width of the neutral region for the abrupt
junction. Only when the constant concentration of an

abrupt junction is of the order of the surface concentra-

tion are the currents comparable. When ,'Va = N,,, the

factor is *t %,x).

It should be pointed out that although the final

formulation of the saturation current for the graded

junction is very similar to that of the abrupt one, this may
be misleading. The local carrier concentration is drasti-

cally different. The electric field tends to repel the minor-

ity carriers back to the junction; thus the carriers have to

redistribute in order to comply with the same boundary

conditions. The drift component of the current alv_avs

opposes the diffusion component.

The dual boundary condition is that of a perfectly'

reflecting surface. SoI',ing the continuity equation with

the appropriate limits, and obtaining both the diffusion

and the drift terms at the edge of the depletion region, the

contribuuon of the graded region to the saturation
current is found to be

' "xi - l)'_.Jo,{reflecting)=J,tanh( {L(O) i _ L(x-,/- 13)
]\ it

For a steep enough profile, the current can bc approxi-

mated by Jo,(reflccting) _ J,tanh(xj I1L¢O)). If the
graded region is wide according to the revised definiuon.

the saturation current approaches the same asymptotic

value--that of a wide abrupt )traction. For a narrow

region, the ratio betv,'een the current of a graded struc-

ture and that of an abrupt junction is the in'.erse of the
ratio derb, ed for ohmic contact. It should be noted that

the current for the rcltecting boundary' is always smaller

than J.,, while the current for the ohmic contact is aIvcays

larger than this vah,e. Thus Jo.(ohmic/ is ah_ays larger

than Jo,(reftecting), just as in the case of an abrupt
junction.

Next let us analyse the dependence of the saturation

currents on the various device parameters. The effect of

the junction depth xj on Jo is similar to that for the case

of a constant-concentration region [ 10], i.e. the shallower

the junction, the larger is the current for ohmic contact

and the opposite for reflecting contact. Again, though.

the physical processes involved are much more involved

for the graded junction. While for an abrupt junction the
only' effect of bringing the junction closer to the surface is

the increased excess carrier gradient for ohmic contact,

thus increasing their diffusion, in a graded junction the

shallower junction results also in a larger electric field

which opposes the current in the case of ohmic contacts.

For reflecting conditions, since no net flow should reach

the boundary', the change in the electric field just de-

scribed must be compensated by' an appropriate redistri-
bution of excess carriers. These results are demonstrated
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in figure 1, where we have plotted the saturation current

as a function of the normalised depth. The exponential

profile is compared with two abrupt junctions whose

constant concentrations are N d = N O ( = 5 x 1017) and

N d = N(x,). The problem is that x, and N(x,) change

with changing xj. We took N d = 1017 cm -3, which is a

typical value for the smaller xj; x° was derived from a

recent work by Pimbley [3]. All the calculations were

performed for Hgt_,CdxTe diodes with composition

x = 0.21, i.e. with 77 K band gap which covers the second

atmospheric window.

Applying this analysis, other important conclusions

can be drawn, such as the effect of the surface concentra-

tion on the current. Increasing the surface concentration

(maintaining N= and xj constant) increases the gradient

and the electric field while reducing the excess carrier

lifetime throughout the graded region. Mathematically,

two factors in the argument of the hyperbolic functions

are affected: L(0) is invi:rsely proportional to N o, while q

is proportional to its logarithm. Thus increasing the

surface concentration reduces Jo for ohmic boundary

conditions and increases it for reflecting conditions.

These effects are shown in figure 2.

A similar analysis can be applied to investigate the

effects of substrate concentration on the performance of

the graded junction. Increasing N_ while maintaining a

constant N O and xj is achieved by decreasing the profile
gradient, reducing both the electric field and the excess

carrier lifetime. The consequence is a smaller rt; thus the
current decreases for ohmic contacts and increases for
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Figure 1. Saturation current generated by an n-region

against normalised junction depth, for an exponential

profile and for abrupt junctions with N d = 5 x 1017 = N o and

N,_ = 1017 _. N(x.), for ohmic and reflecting boundary

conditions (Hg 1 _ .Cd.Te, x = 0.21, N. = 1016): A, graded

ohmic; B, graded reflecting; C. constant ohmic, N,_ = No', E,

constant reflecting, N a = No; D, constant ohmic, N,_ = N(x,_);

F, constant reflecting, N o = N(x.).
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Figure 2. Saturation current generated by an n-region of a
graded junction as a function of surface concentration for
(A) ohmic and (B) reflecting boundary conditions
(Hgl__Cd_Te, x = 0.21, N. = 10'e, x, = 0.41_m. T= 77K,
V = - 0.1 V; Auger recombination)

reflecting surfaces. As N:, approaches N,_. L(x,) ap-

proaches L(0). This effect is enhanced by the widening of

the depletion region. The combined result is that the
saturation current does not reach J ,. as shown in figure

3. For the last two figures we assumed a typical reverse

bias of 0.1 V. The exact bias has little implication on this

analysis.
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Figure 3. Saturation current generated by an n-region of a
graded junction as a function ot substrate concentration for
(A) ohmic and (B) reflecting boundary conditions
(Hgl_xCd,Te, x = 0.21, NO= 4 × 10_z,xm= 0.2 #m,
T=77K, V= -01V;Augerrecombination).
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Another interesting effect is the dependence of the

saturation current on the reverse bias. Even though we

assume that the current is not governed by generation

and recombination nor by tunnelling, the reverse current

may not approach a saturation value. This effect, shown

in figure 4, is a consequence of Xn moving towards the

surface with increasing reverse bias.

3. Conclusions

The current generated by a graded region of a p-n

junction differs considerably from that generated by a

region of constant carrier concentration. The exact ex-

pression for the current component depends on the

recombination mechanism, surface treatment, exact car-

rier profile and substrate concentration. The illustrations

provided in this paper are specific to Hgx_xCd_Te.
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Figure 4. /-V characteristicfor reverse bias showing the

current generated by an n-region ofagraded Hg_ _CdxTe

diode (x = 021, /Va = 10_6.N o = 5 x 10_, x,= 011_rn,
T = 77 K; ohmic contact),Note that the reverse current

does not saturate.

dominated by the Auger 1 recombination process, with

lifetime inversely proportional to the square of the carrier

concentration. As the graded n-type region may very

likely be degenerated, the recombination may have a

different power law. In this case, as well as in cases

dominated by radiative or Shockley Read-type recom-

bination, the current is expressed as a combination of

modified Bessel functions [i3]. Still, the simplicity of our

solution makes it a very attractive tool for investigation

of the basic processes involved and how they are in-

fluenced by selection of the proper parameters. Finally,

the new p-on-n junctions may present a structure for

which the analysis is exact since the p-type material does

not become degenerate till much higher concentrations.

The expressions for the current are obtained merely by

replacing the Auger I process by an Auger 7.
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